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Bicentenary Celebration of the Birth of Bahá’u’lláh
‘Irfán Colloquium aims at promoting deeper and systematic studies in the
scriptures of the world's religions from the Bahá'í perspective, as well as verities,
fundamental principles of the belief system and the sacred writings of the Bahá'í
Faith, the interface between the Bahá’í Faith and various religious traditions and
schools of thought. Bazm-i-‘Irfán includes musical performances. Participants in
the ‘Irfán Colloquium enjoy a collegial environment that provides an opportunity
for dialogue, networking and team-building among those engaged in Bahá’í
studies. It is also a unique occasion for all those participating in this gathering to
meet and associate with researchers and scholars and benefit from their
presentations. Those attending at the ‘Irfán Colloquium receive a gift set of the
‘Irfán publications.
Presentations include: A Review of the Details of the Báb's Commentary on the Surih of Josph,
Bahá’u’lláh’s Life and Mission , The Advent of the Twin Manifestations, the Bab and
Baha'u'llah: at the Threshold of a Global civilization, 0n the mystery of Consciousness and the
soul, Exploring the neuroanatomical basis of consciousness and insights from the Baha'i
writings, The Kitáb-i-Íqán (The Book of Certitude), Revolutionizing the Concepts of: Religion,
Eschatology and Theology, The station of women in Islam and Baha’i Faith, Station and Mission
of Baha’u’llah as elucidated by `Abdu’l-Baha and Shoghi Effendi, The Countenance of the
Blessed Beauty in the Mirror of Mawlud Tablets, Examination of spirit through metaphor and
analogy, Examination of the concept of the human heart through metaphor and analogy,
Complexity Science and Bahá’í Economics: A Correlative Analysis, The significance of the
Birth of Baha’u’llah on Western Classical Music, The Bahá'í Faith, Violence, and Nonviolence.
Presenters include:, Faris Badii, JoAnn Borovika , Jena Khadem- Khodadad,
Sohrab Kourosh, Mojgan Malekan, Mark Ochu, Habib Riazati, Foad Seddigh, Kamran Sedig
Adib Sedig, Robert Stockman.
For Registration and Reservation:

www.irfancolloquium.com

